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Welcome back!

Looking back on Term 1 

Important DatesWe hope you had a restful Easter break and
enjoyed a healthy dose of ANZAC biscuits. We
are thrilled to welcome the Totara classes
back to term 2, a term which may look a little
more like ANI Intermediate life with the
exciting resumption of assemblies, sports and
much more.

As always, we encourage our students at ANI
to take risks and try their hand at something
new so once our extracurricular activities hit
the ground running, encourage your young
people to get involved. Ask them about what's
happening and remind them to pay special
attention to the daily notices in the mornings!

The Totara team teachers information and
email addresses can be found here! Drop us
an email should you wish to discuss anything.

The highlight of our 
first term was 
definitely our EOTC 
week with laughs (and 
screams) shared by 
all throughout an 
action packed week.

Thursday 12th May | Totara WETA Trip
Friday 20th May | NZEI Teacher Only Day
Monday 23rd May | NZEI Teacher Only Day
Friday 3rd June | NZEI Teacher Only Day
Monday 27th June | NZEI Teacher Only Day

In Term 2, we look ahead to some
inspiration from the masters of movie
production: WETA Workshop Unleashed, an
exhibition held at the sky city convention
centre. This incredible trip is part of our IB
social science theme of How We Express
Ourselves where we look at building
fictional narratives in our writing and
reading. What an opportunity to learn from
the experts! This brilliant exhibition also
offers a trip up the Sky Tower for those
unparalleled panoramic views of the city!

Looking forward to Term 2

We also had a 
strong finish to the 
House System with 
a close battle to be 

the Term 1 
champions resulting 

in a narrow win for 
Te Hau (much to 

the delight of Totara 
teachers; Mr G and 

Miss M)

This trip takes place in Week 2, on
Thursday, May 12th. Please return
permission slips ASAP if you have not
already done so. More information on the
exhibit can be found here!

https://ani.school.nz/who-we-are/our-staff/
https://tours.wetaworkshop.com/unleashed/
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Language features (e.g. similes, metaphors)
Characterisation - building engaging and effective descriptions of characters for narrative
(story) fiction
Setting - creating a setting using descriptive techniques
Structure - understanding the structure of narrative texts and of certain poetry (e.g. Haiku,
Limerick etc.)
Supporting grammar (e.g. sentence variety, commas, apostrophes & written dialogue) &
spelling

Making & justifying opinions and analysis within narrative texts and poetry
Responding to the author's purpose and perspective within poetry
Reading and analysing a class novel
Further development and understanding of comprehension strategies (e.g. prediction)

Literacy
Our focus in writing will be:
Creating text for literary purpose looking at:

Our focus in reading will be:
Reading for literary experience looking at:

Term 2 Learning Areas

 Patterns & relationships
Using symbols and expressions to think mathematically

Understand the structure of and the relationships within numbers, shapes, and measures. 
Use symbols, expressions, and equations to communicate mathematical ideas.

Maths
This term, our ako will be exploring content and developing skills related to algebra. This will be
separated into two pathways:

The concepts/skills ako will learn about will include some of the following: 

We will continue developing our number knowledge, all term. This includes strategies for
multiplication, subtraction, multiplication & division as well as fractions, decimals, percentages,
factors and multiples.

Exploring common elements of culture.
Traditions originate from a shared value.
Understanding forms of cultural expression.

IB Social Science Theme
 

We will begin this term exploring the theme of 'How We Express Ourselves' looking at the
following central idea: Cultures express what they value through traditions

To unpack this theme we will look at the following aspects:


